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Network Distillation

Two ways of thinking about it:
Using large networks to improve the performance of a small networks
Compressing a large network into a smaller one
Key idea: When we can’t simply scale up our network (depth, width
etc.) how can we improve network performance?
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Network Distillation

Basic Idea:
If we have large model (teacher) that works well, we can use it to
guide the training procedure of a smaller model (student)
We can do this through a few ways:
Simply make predictions with our teacher and use those new labels to
train the student
Introduce another term into the loss function when training the
student network:
to penalise the student if predictions are different to the predictions of
our teacher (knowledge distillation)
or to penalise the student if the activations at specified layers are
different to those in the teacher (attention transfer)
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Network Distillation - Knowledge Distillation

Encourages the students predictions to be similar to the teachers
predictions (Hinton et al., 2015)
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First term is the standard cross entropy for the student network
Second term is the cross entropy loss between the teacher and
student, with a normalising term.
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Network Distillation - Attention Transfer

Encourages the activations at each layer of the student to be similar
to the activations of the teachers (Zagoruyko and Komodakis, 2016)
LAT = LCE (y, σ(s)) + β
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First term is again the standard cross entropy loss
Second term works like a regulariser. Penalises loss if the activation
maps vary a lot between teacher and student
Outperforms knowledge distillation
We can also combine knowledge distillation and attention transfer
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Neural Architecture Search

1
2

Can we learn an architecture specific for our task?
Traditionally done via genetic algorithms or reinforcement learning
Very computationally expensive
e.g. SOTA RL approach costs 2000 GPU hours (Zoph et al., 2018)

3

Can also be done through gradient descent (Liu et al., 2018)
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Differentiable Architecture Search (DARTS)
Relaxes the search space so it can be optimised via gradient descent
Done by considering multiple possible operations for each node in a
DAG. Optimised to find the most probable operations for the task.
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Combining Distillation with NAS

My work asks the question of how can we do network distillation
when we are working with models generated through NAS?
What makes a good teacher for a NAS model?
Can we use something off-the-shelf (e.g. ResNet), or do we need
some way of growing the student into a teacher?
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Combining Distillation with NAS
I focused on CNN’s with CIFAR-10, however the ideas should remain
the same for feed-forward nets.
Initially I looked at how a NAS student performs when using various
off-the-shelf networks as a teacher with attention transfer
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Combining Distillation with NAS

Teachers that are similar to the student seem to work well
DARTS students perform very badly regardless of teacher, although a
DARTS teacher is best
Clearly something more sophisticated is needed to teach a DARTS
model.
I then looked at how to go about generating a teacher for a given
student...
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Fisher Distillation
Fisher information is a measure of how much information a known
variable, X , contains about an unknown parameter, θ. (Lehmann and
Casella, 2006)
We can use this to estimate which channel of the CNN has the
biggest impact on the loss function:
∆c =

N
1 X 2
gnc
2N

(3)

n=1

2
gnc

is the gradient with respect to the nth data point for the channel
of interest, c.
Can then grow the student by growing the number of channels in the
cell of the most important channel
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Fisher Distillation

I then created three different teacher networks for attention transfer with a
10 layer DARTS student (DARTS V1 10)
DARTS V1 25
The same model as the DARTS student, but with 25 layers

DARTS V2 10 - u
The number of channels in each cell has been scaled uniformly until the
model is approximately twice the size of the student

DARTS V1 10 - f
The number of channels in each cell has been scaled using fisher
information until the model is approximately twice the size of the
student
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Fisher Distillation
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Fisher Distillation

Fisher info works well, although not much better than uniform
A depth-wise scaling improves on the baseline, but is quite bad.
More generally, similar networks seem to make a good
teacher/student pairing. This can be visualised by looking at the
activations:
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Fisher Distillation
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Conclusions

Distillation can be effective, but only when a good teacher/student
pairing is found
Similar architectures give better pairings
Non-standard architectures e.g. NAS require a bespoke teacher.
Creating this teacher via a channel wise scaling seems to work well
It may be possible to maximise performance by using Fisher
information to guide this scaling, however not conclusive.
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Applications to Apple/Siri

It is probable that performance can be improved through distillation,
particularly attention transfer
It is also possible that neural architecture search may give better
results
If so, combining the two may be a worthwhile consideration. This
work proposes a way to do that
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